Balloon On Wheels Operating Instructions
Be certain to follow all safety instructions affixed to this machine.
1.Position the black cart away from any obstacles that may come in contact with the Balloon
on Wheels when inflated, such as trees, limbs, signs, etc. The inflated balloon will be 10' tall by
7' in diameter and it sways slightly in the wind.
2. Lock brakes on all four casters. To further stabilize the frame from rolling or tilting you
MUST place weights, such as sand bags, on at least two bottom sides of the frame.
3. Pull the pin out of the stainless steel rod and remove the rod by pulling horizontally. Rotate
the balloon base to its upright position and replace the rod and pin.
4. Remove transport cover from the balloon and place it in a secure location.
5. Check to verify that the light and blower switches are in the *off* position.
6. Plug the unit into a dedicated 20 amp outlet. Note: this outlet can not be on a timer! The
Balloon on Wheels needs uninterrupted power.
7. Remove the balloon from the inside of the round cylinder base by gently pulling the balloon
out and forward approximately three feet.
8. Make sure the zipper on the balloon is closed. Turn blower switch to the *on* position. The
balloon will slowly inflate. Guide the balloon to its upright position, making sure the balloon
doesn't become entangled in the frame.
9. Once the balloon is inflated you may attach the banners using the Velcro strips.
LIGHTING THE BALLOON
The light system features an on/off photo sensor and will come on automatically at dusk and
go off at dawn with the light switch in the *on* position.
Note: The light will not come on during the day unless you manually cover the light sensor with
dark tape.
Note: As a safety feature to protect the balloon, the light will not come on unless the fan blower
switch is on.
TAKING DOWN THE BALLOON
Make sure light has been turned off for at least three minutes to allow the light to cool.
1. Pull the zipper all the way open and immediately turn off the blower switch.
2. Guide the balloon down and gently tuck it into the round cylinder base as it deflates. Pull the
zipper closed when the balloon is totally deflated.
3. Disconnect the power and roll up the cord around the rollers on the storage cart.
4. Secure the transport cover over the balloon and on the underside by attaching the Velcro
flap.
5. Pull the pin out of the stainless steel rod and remove the rod by pulling horizontally. Rotate
the balloon base to its downward position and replace the rod and pin.
6. Unlock brakes on all four casters.
For any questions or concerns, please contact us immediately.
Thank you for your business!

